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Programme 2011
Meetings begin at 10.30am
at Hatch Beauchamp Village Hall
Talks begin at 1.45pm

15th January
American Weaving
Paddy Bakker

16th July
Sashiko
Talitha Clarke

19th February
Skills Day
To include Navaho plying and
Making a warp

20th August
Summer Chat
Bring your finished/unfinished projects
to show and talk about.

19th March
Moire Finishing
Talitha Clarke
(soup & bread lunch)
Committee Meeting

17th September
Natural Dyeing
Barbara Spicer
Committee Meeting

16th April
Quantock Weavers Day
Antique Carpets
Brian MacDonald
Committee Meeting
21st May
AGM
The Spinning Weal
Sarah Harris
Sale of fibre, books & equipment,
followed by a short talk
(Fork Lunch
18th June
Fleece Fair
Committee Meeting

March 2011

15th October
Natural Dyeing workshop

19th November
The Certificate of Achievement
Amanda Hannaford
The Association of Weavers Spinners
& Dyers
Speaker to be announced
Competition:
Spinning, weaving or dyeing
Subject to be announced
(soup and bread lunch)
Committee Meeting
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New Members:
A warm welcome to Suzanne Faulkner, Anne Langrish, Katherine Langrish, Jenny
Lancaster, Emma Gowing, Anne Chapman

Correction
The winner of the Dyeing competition and trophy in 2010 was Jan Arthur, and not
Jan Edwards as stated in the November newsletter. Our sincere apologies.

Chair
Helen Cridland
01460 57345

Secretary
Barbara Spicer
01278 691264

Treasurer
Linda Piggot
01749 343621

Newsletter
Talitha Clarke
01823 669322
talithaclarke@yahoo.co.uk

Librarian
Miranda Hewitt, 01884 820263

Notice Board
Jan Arthur 01749 890266



Copy deadline for June 2011 issue is 11th June please email Talitha Clarke:
talithaclarke@yahoo.co.uk, or phone, see tel no. above .



If you have a techniques request that we could open out to everyone in the
guild or a technical tip that saves time or is just very effective send it in!

Front Cover, Woven Design from Paddy Bakker‘s talk In January 2011.
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and Desmond Chute (artist and wood engraver).
The Guild was a Catholic community of work, faith and
domestic life and continued to attract craftsmen until it
was disbanded in 1989.
When he settled, he became a builder and established
a carpenters workshop, where he made furniture and
fittings for the Guild‘s community. His work can been
seen in many Sussex churches and is described as
―simple and ―honest‖.
George began making looms in the 1930‘s, but this
really took off after the war when hand weaving was at
it‘s peak and looms were hard to come by, it was impossible to get sufficient looms from Sweden at this
Before
time. He supplied art schools and workshops around
the country and as you can see from the quotes above he was very amenable to
his clients. When he passed
away, the business was
passed on to his son John.
I sent an email to the museum explaining my find and
they sent this reply….
―Thank you for your email
regarding the George Maxwell loom that you have - I'm
delighted to hear that you
have acquired a loom with
such a wonderful provenance
- I can well imagine your excitement in getting it all up
and running for your own
work. You don't say whether
Current.. As you can see no shafts hung yet.
you have visited Ditchling
Museum, but here we have textiles created on Maxwell's looms, and by various
weavers including Valentine KilBride who was also one of the Guild of St Joseph &
St Dominic … you might like to visit and see textiles by some of the weavers such
as Ethel Mairet and Hilary Bourne as well as Valentine KilBride. Good luck with
your loom! Best Wishes Donna Steele‖.
So, I find myself at a massive learning curve because although I have used a Hattersley Cross power loom, a jaquard and dobby, I have never used or tied up an
eight shaft countermarche loom, my main concern is how high should I hang them
before I attach the lams and peddles? Answers please in careful easy language
for idiots to understand.
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Something Interesting

News From The Chair

In October I was passing a house clearance yard and spotted some bundles of

Welcome to the March newsletter. We've made a good

sticks bound with brown string. With a typical shrewd weaver‘s eye I knew this
was no ordinary bundle and asked the yard owner how much his loom was, to
which he replied, ―What?‖. ―Hooray!― thought I, and I purchased a dismantled
loom for a very good price.

start to the New Year, and the first two (or three depending on when you read this) meetings are already behind
us. It's alarming how quickly time is passing this year
don't you think?

On bringing it home I discovered that it was 5ft cubed and that I needed to have a
careful talk with my husband. Some weeks later, after some furniture removal
and children‘s bedroom hopping, I found myself unwrapping the beams and
frames and bundles of sticks. The final bundle contained the shafts and a mysterious brown envelope.

I'm sorry to have to report that I have recently been diagnosed with Breast Cancer, and have just begun treatment. My message in the last newsletter has come back
to bite me and no mistake. I said then that I wanted to
step down as chair if anyone else was willing, and now I think I'm in the position where I have to. So, if you've been thinking about offering yourself as my
replacement, now's your chance. I would be happy to continue in a smaller
role on the committee, should you wish me to, and I'll happily continue to assist with the newsletter and print it.

I opened the envelope and held handwritten notes on how to assemble the loom
(hmmm after I had guessed my way around it), a printed A4 sheet giving an account of the loom maker—George Maxwell (1890-1957) and an original copy of
the obituary of George Maxwell from the 1957 Weavers, Spinners and Dyers
Journal. The Somerset Guild was chaired by Mrs Norah Biddulph at this time. I
also had a narrow brown envelope, which I opened and inside was the hand written itemised receipt for the loom and the total cost being £81.50, dated 1952 and
signed by George Maxwell himself!
I was astounded, this loom was propped up in a Wellington back yard being
rained upon when I saw it. I have looked up George Maxwell on the internet and
have found a Museum in Ditchling Surrey that holds his looms and lots of textiles
that have been woven on these looms. This looks like a wonderful museum, but
is currently closed for refurbishment. www.ditchling-museum.com
I find the obituaries of this man very touching… ―When news of George Maxwell‘s
passing reached me...I felt a shock as if a landmark had been moved.‖ Ella
Mcleod. ― It is difficult to realise that the weaving world of this country is without
George Maxwell‖ John V.D. Kilbride. ―With the death of George Maxwell, weavers have lost a good friend and a craftsman who has always
been willing to collaborate and assist them...He was the first
loom maker in this country who... tackled the problem of making
sixteen shaft peddle looms successfully.‖ Marianne Straub.
Maxwell had been employed in Birmingham during the first world
war making propeller blades and then went on to work as a carpenter and wheelwright. He was called to Ditchling in Surrey by
Fr Vincent McNabb in early 1922. At this time the Guild of St
Joseph and St Dominic had been founded by Eric Gill (Lettercutter, wood-engraver, sculptor and type designer), Hilary Pepler
(Printer and the founder of the St Dominic‘s Press) ...
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On a brighter note, we've got a solid program of events planned for the year,
and I hope you'll all support them where you are able. We're hoping that
there will be a good selection of opportunities for demonstrations and displays
where we can show what we do and hopefully gain a few new members and
lots of positive publicity. Our new web site will also help with this, and I'd like
to thank Pat, Anita and the rest of the team for their sterling efforts on our behalf. I know that the new site is not quite as whizzy as it will be yet, but we're
getting there, and I'm sure there will have been developments by the time you
read this. So far, I've heard some good feedback, but please be patient if it's
not quite what you expected – it is a work in progress. Eventually I believe it
will become a valuable resource for all of us.
Well, that's about it for this time, so I hope you are all looking forward to
spring and another terrific year of weaving, spinning, dying, knitting, or any
other fiber related activity of your choice! I know I am!
Helen Cridland

Web Site Update
Thank you for everyone's patience. The website now has last years newsletters added to it if anyone would like a good read. A plea from Mark and myself
though. If anyone has any pictures of work they would like to display in the
gallery please email them to me at anitarichards5@aol.com and I will upload
them after training from Mark. Thanks Anita
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Forthcoming Events

2011 AGM Guild Meeting 21st May 11.00
The committee makes the following proposal


Increase of membership fee by 50 pence per annum



Resignations

Chairman

Helen Cridland

Vice Chair

Rita Ovens



Request for Propositions for Chair, Vice Chair and committee membership



Presentation of Life Time Membership

WonderWool

http://www.wonderwoolwales.co.uk/en.html
Tel: 01873 821205
Wool Fest

Spindle Spinning with Jaquie Teal
November 2010

Jaquie started her presentation by show us different type of spindles. Their design
has not changed over the centuries and they are still in use today, in many areas of
the world including India and Ecuador. The spindle consists of a straight piece of
wood, which passes through a weight or whorl. The length of the spindle varies
from about 6 inches to 2 foot. The whorl can be made of many different materials
such as stone, clay or wood. There are two main forms, the high whorl situated
near the top of the spindle and relies on a hook to hold the yarn. The low whorl
has the whorl situated at the bottom of the spindle and uses a leader thread which
hoods into a notch on the spindle. The leader thread which is attached to the spindle needs to be longer than the spindle. Both spindles can be used to spin rolags
or bought combed fibre and there is little difference between the two forms of spindle except preference. If rovings are used they should be split in half four times (8
times) and then the roving opened up widthways. It is drafted for some distance
and wound in a circle over the left arm and the end put through the loop. The spindle twist is produced by the right hand. Draft the fibre a little more and allow more
twist into it and then wind the thread onto the spindle. The high whorl spindle can
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24th & 25th June, Cockermouth, Cumbria.
http://www.woolfest.co.uk/news/
For more information, Tel: 016974 78707

Fibre Fest
We are always looking for help and support to help the guild flourish and meet its
obligations. Please consider joining the committee, or helping in a more ad hoc but
regular way. This year we will need help with the newsletter to support Talitha and
Helen; plus Linda, our treasurer, would very much like someone to help in a practical way with occasional cash handling and banking.
The guild only functions because of the work carried out by the committee and our
helpers who manage the regular activities you enjoy at meetings. Many hands
make light work!

9th & 10th April Builth Wells, Powys, Wales.

20th & 21st August, Bicton College, Budleigh Salterton,
Devon, EX9 7BY
http://www.fibrefest.co.uk/
For more information Tel: 01884 881234

Wool Week

7th – 11th September
http://www.campaignforwool.org/
National, local events planned, to be announced later.

The Spinners and Weavers Workshop, Trull.
To anyone interested in joining the spinning guild club at the Spinners and
Weavers Workshop – Staplehay, Trull, Taunton.
1st Monday of the month (except bank holidays, then it is the second Monday).
Bring a plate of food to share or sandwiches.
We do not teach but just share ideas etc..
Contact Margaret Knight 01460 54498
Margaret is also organising a coach trip on Monday 6th June to Devon Fine
Fibres (Lesley Prior), Oakford, Tiverton.
Leaving the Spinners and Weavers Workshop, Trull, Taunton at 10.30am and
leaving Oakford at 3.30pm. At present the cost of the coach trip will be £12
per head, maximum of 16 people.
Anyone interested contact Margaret Knight 01460 54498 for details, 1st
come 1st served basis.
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GUILD CHALLENGE
What does it involve and are you interested?
It is hoped to run Guild Challenge this year and I would like to explain what this will
involve.
 It is planned to buy 1 or 2 good quality fleece at this year‘s fleece
fair.


The fleece will be well skirted and divided into 100gm bags (this
will be raw fleece) and given out to those members willing to take
part at the July and August meetings. You will be required to sign
for your bag of fibre so that we can keep track of it.



The fibre can be spun, dyed, felted, and/or mixed with other fibre,
and returned at the November meeting with samples or finished
articles and comments on how you processed the fleece and your
opinions of it. We need more than just the spun yarn, we need
your comments. If for any reason you have not used the fibre this
should be returned with the reason for not doing so.



This information will be used to produce an article for the following Newsletter.

If you think you would like to take part, please add your name to the clipboard when
you sign in at the April and May meetings so we can judge how much interest there
is and how much fleece if any to buy.
Please remember that by agreeing to take part you are making a commitment to the
Guild to return the fibre used or unused to the November meeting.

be rolled on the thigh which gives a higher twist particularly if done sitting down.
Another type of spindle is the supported spindle, which has a point on both ends
and a weight. It is used with one end spinning in a dish or container and is usually
not very big. It is used to spin short staple fibres, and well carded rovings such as
cotton. A supported spindle can be made from a bamboo knitting needle and a
large bead costing about 50p, so they need not be expensive. The Turkish spindle
has a special whorl made up of four arms of wood. One if the arms can be removed so that the ball of spun yarn can be removed. It is important to mark which
arm that can be removed as they are delicate and are easily damaged. The Russian spindle is used for spinning fine cashmere. The spindle is supported but there
is no obvious whorl. There are two sizes, one for spinning and one for plying.
To ply using a spindle, a piece of equipment is required. This holds the supported
spindles behind cup hooks attached to a piece of wood. Several spindles are required, but it is possible to ply the yarn without winding the thread from the spindle.
The spindle is used often to teach spinning because the drafting technique can be
learnt without the problems associated with the use of a wheel. Spindle spinning
us used a lot in the USA. Jaquie said it was better to become proficient with one
type of fibre before trying others.
We then had a go at spindle spinning with Jaquie encouraging us and helping with
the technique. It is better to allow the wrist ‗to set‘ in the yarn for 24 hours or so
before plying it.
Barbara Spicer

American Handweaving
Paddy Bakker
15th January 2011

Carol Mellish

New arrangements for the Association Library
(formerly the Journal Library)
This is now located in Textile Department, Freeman College, Stirling Works, 88
Arundel Street, Sheffield S1 2NG.
In January 2011 an updated catalogue will be available as will the new procedure for
borrowing. It is hoped to open on a few Saturdays in 2011 to allow for personal borrowing. It is also hoped that the more technical / research type books and videos/
DVDS will be brought to Summer School 2011 so that attendees can then see the
sort of books that are in the library and possibly watch a DVD. For more information
you are requested to email the librarian from the Association website.
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After many years of organising the Certificate of Achievement for the Association,
Paddy set up an Advanced Certificate which allowed students to focus more
closely on one aspect of their craft. This attracted just one applicant, who then
withdrew so Paddy decided to take on the challenge herself. But what aspect of
weaving to study? She was a member of Complex Weavers based in the US, and
there were several study groups, Braids, 8 shaft, 2 shaft etc, but the one that attracted her attention was ‗Old Books and Manuscripts‘. Delving into to archive,
Paddy became fascinated by the subject and how differently weaving was described and the notation used compared to modern texts. Paper was a scare resource in the early days of the colonial settlement, so notation needed to be concise, different weavers would develop their own particular ‗shorthand‘ for representing the draft. Paddy had many examples in her document and she was able to
describe the way they would be interpreted today.
4

Paddy took us through the gradual development of weaving in the colonies. The
Wool Act of 1699 specifically forbade colonists in exporting wool or cloth.
Looms could not be imported into the North American Colonies, even parts
which could possibly be used to build manufacturing equipment was prohibited.
The English government, sought to keep the colonies as net importers of cloth
and therefore, dependent upon the UK.

The ethos and spirit of participation on making art is firmly rooted in arts practice.

During the next 100 years, successive legislation and increased taxation burdened the colonies, until the infamous Boston Tea Party of 1774 heralded the
War of Independence.

A similar spirit motivates the work of contemporary artists like Jeremy Deller, who
produced Procession at this year‘s Manchester International Festival – a work that
involved hundreds of members of the public – and Anthony Gormley, whose latest
project One and Other gave 2,400 members of the public the chance to occupy the
Fourth Plinth in Trafalgar Square.

Eventually free and independent by 1820 the US was exporting cloth, and weaving and cloth production saw a dramatic increase, albeit only 5% was woven
industrially. Gradually the mechanisation of plain cloth production allowed individual weavers to concentrate on fancy weaves woven on jacquard looms.
Paddy‘s manuscript also contains brief histories of individual weavers who emigrated from the UK and set up as jacquard weavers and merchants in the US
and Canada. It is a fascinating read, even for a non-weaver as it captures how a
craft was pivotal and central to the few pioneers and settlers in the new world,
and their eventual independence.
Paddy has given kind permission for us to have a copy of her manuscript in the
Guild library.

Skills Day
February 19th 2011
Many thanks to Olive Hampton, who demonstrated using a warping mill; Carol Mellish
explaining long draw; Brenda Lawrence for
demystifying Navajo plying. Many members
enjoyed the day and the ‗hands on‘ experi
ence, and went away feeling more confident
about tackling these skills at home.
Rita Ovens

In the 1960s and 1970s the community arts movement succeeded in taking art out
of its customary physical and intellectual confines into new contexts and for new
audiences. Building on that tradition, many arts organisations are now trying out
new ways to work with their users and publics in order to build the arts and culture
together, rather than simply ‗delivering‘ the arts to an audience.

Artists working together with groups of people and communities raises the game
for the arts. It tends to produce mutually beneficial relationships that stretch imaginations, develop confidence, and offer stimulus and surprise to everyone involved.
This practice helps individuals and communities to grow. As Jude Kelly, OBE,
says:
“There is clear evidence that the opportunity to express and be expressive, to
be culturally engaged and to be able to make a cultural contribution is fundamental to the wellbeing of individuals and communities.”
In other words, building cultural capital also builds social capital.
Creative Communities is a good example of artists working with communities in
such a way that the people themselves shape the collaboration. Firmly rooted in a
sense of place and local life, it has offered people the opportunity – and the challenge – to create art and to explore themselves in ways that were previously little
explored..
John Holden
John Holden is a Visiting Professor at City University and was previously Head of
Culture at Demos. He has Masters Degrees in law and art history and his main
professional interest is in the development of people and organisations in the cultural sector.
(Demos is a think-tank focused on power and politics. Our unique approach challenges the traditional, 'ivory tower' model of policymaking by giving a voice to people and communities, and involving them closely in our research.)
Creative Commons Licence
Open access. Some rights reserved.
www.demos.co.uk
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mutual organisation are well-established in the arts and culture.
On top of that, improvements in technology over the last fifty years have made it
possible for many more people to develop their own artistic talents. Take the case
of musical instruments for example. Until recently, learning the piano meant investing in a costly and bulky instrument, but now a novice can start with a cheap, yet
impressive, electronic keyboard. Guitars too have plummeted in price and become
widely available. It is hard to believe that less than fifty years ago, there was not
one Fender Stratocaster in the U.K. – Cliff Richard imported the first one into the
country around 1962 as a gift for Hank Marvin. Today they are on sale in any medium sized town in the country. Cameras and the moving image have followed a
similar path, with easy-to-use digital camcorders replacing expensive film, making
it possible for amateurs to attain professional standards.
But the really revolutionary – and very recent – change brought about by technology relates not to the means of making of art, but to the sharing of it. In the last ten
years, widespread access to broadband internet, and the invention of sites like
YouTube (2005) and MySpace (2003) have enabled people to communicate their
work amongst each other. This has produced an explosive growth in online music,
dancing and film-making, and has fedback into more and more activity in the real
world.
And back in the ‗real world‘, lottery funded investment in new or refurbished galleries, theatres, music venues, dance studios, village halls and community centres is
providing the spaces and places for people to develop their own cultural lives,
whether that‘s in the form of watching and listening, or learning, or taking part.
Add to that increasing numbers of private sector music teachers, the huge popularity of dance on TV translating into massive demand for dance classes, and more
attention being paid – at last – to the arts in school, and the result is a new set of
possibilities for mass participation in the production as well as the consumption of
the arts and culture.
These ways in which people‘s lives are changing in relation to the arts and culture
find parallel expression both in the theories of writers about culture and in the practice of some artists and arts organisations.
There has been a steady stream of commentary about public participation in the
arts over the last decade, much of it acknowledging that people are becomingly
increasingly interested in taking part rather than just acting as spectators. The
writer Charles Leadbeater has recently published The Art of With, arguing that people want three things from their cultural lives: to watch and enjoy, to socialise together, and to do things for themselves. There is no moral hierarchy implicit in
these categories, but he suggests that the trend towards active involvement follows
the logic of the internet, where people achieve things together (for example in the
writing of operating systems, or in wikis), rather than having things provided to
them or for them.
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Forth Coming Speaker…
Brian MacDonald April 16th 2011
I have been dealing in antique and old tribal rugs, dowry weavings and
decorative carpets from the Near East and Central Asia since 1979.
From 1972-1977 I lived and worked in Iran, spending the best part of a year
amongst two tribal groups, the Afshar of Kerman province and the Qashqa‘i of
Fars, making me fortunate enough to be one of the few world dealers to have
spent time ‗in the field‘. I also travelled extensively throughout Iran,
Afghanistan and Turkey and in 1990 I was elected a Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society for my work amongst the Persian Tribes. I have returned
to Iran several times in recent years, travelling, sourcing and collecting
exclusive weavings.
I have been a lecturer for NADFAS (The Association of Decorative and Fine Arts
Societies) since 1986. The second edition of my book Tribal Rugs – Treasures of
the Black Tent was reprinted in April and I am currently working on my new
book, Dowry Weavings of the Persian Tribes.
For 16 years I owned the well reputed Samarkand Galleries in Stow-on-the-Wold,
eventually selling the premises in 2005. Today, I continue to work from my
base in the Cotswolds as a dealer, consultant and lecturer, always stocking an
exquisite inventory of antique rugs, dowry bags and carpets from the tribes
and villages of Persia, Turkey, Afghanistan and Central Asia.
http://www.brianmacdonaldantiquerugs.co.uk

Diary from Ashford‘s October 2010 By Marilyn Biggs
As my sister and I were celebrating an important birthday together (we‘re twins )
we decided to do the craft retreat at Ashford‘s in New Zealand. It would last a week
and include some crafts that I was familiar with and some that I was not!
We arrived in Christchurch to be met by Nicola from Ashfords, and then taken to
the home stay at a farm. Very nice people who made us all very welcome.
Monday 1.11.10
Had breakfast at 8am and met everybody else who is staying in the same home,
and then to Ashfords. Today was carding and blending. Started with flick carder
then hand carders and finished with the drum carder which we used to blend different fibres and colours together to get different effects. Also had a play with the wild
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carder which was great fun. Bought a few things in the shop, including a book
signed by Jo Reeve, the lady who was teaching us about carding.

In the evening we went to the other house for a talk on kimonos and geishas.
Once again Priscilla was riveting as she talked. She is a very enthusiastic lady.

After we had finished for the day we all went to a meet and greet at Richard and
Elizabeth Ashford‘s home. What a place! Very English in it‘s appearance and all
planted by Elizabeth. We drank champagne and had nibbles. I even ate a couple of
green lipped muscles which were lovely and tender and tasty.
Then we returned to the home stay and had another good dinner prepared by Bev.
She works very hard to make our stay a pleasant one, and she succeeds!

Friday 5.11.10
Today was weaving with a knitters loom. I learnt a lot as I had‘nt been using mine
properly. I wove a piece of fabric with the silk that we spun and dyed yesterday to
make a pin cushion.
Saturday 6.11.10

Tuesday 2.11.10.
Another full and energetic day doing fleece preparation and nuno felting
The fleece prep resulted in Valerie and I buying one of the fleeces which we will
have to wash and de-vegetate before taking it back to Australia. It was a merino
moorit and is a good light brown with blonde tips with a lovely crimp.
In the afternoon we did nuno felting which is something that I haven‘t done before.
It was great fun and we all had a shawl at the end of it. Mine was on black silk with
tendrils of muddy brown and sandy coloured merino and silk. Needs a bit of embellishment before it is finished but I am very pleased with the result.
Wednesday 3.11.10
Today was a more relaxing day as we went to a sheep station up in the mountains
called Middle Rock. The farm had an amazing garden considering the wind and
lack of shelter. The owners had planted large trees to give some shelter and the
garden had a large variety of rhododendrons and azaleas in loads of colours.
There was even a pond!
We saw the dog working the sheep which was a bit difficult as the dog could not
hear the whistle as the wind blew the sound away. But the van gave the dog a
hand and we careered about the field rounding up sheep! The day after we visited
it snowed in the mountains and the farm was cut off for a while. New Zealand is
certainly a country of contrasts.
Then we went to an alpaca farm. Even though I had seen alpacas before it was still
very interesting.
Thursday 4.11.10
Today was silk day. Priscilla Lowery was the tutor and she certainly knew her
stuff. We spent most of the morning spinning different kinds of silk in different ways
and then after lunch we did some dying so that we have got something to use tomorrow for the weaving.
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Left at about 9am to go to Christchurch where we were picking up a car and the
rest were catching flights home. It will seem strange to not have their company any
more. During the week we had had fun, learnt a lot and made friends with other
crafters from around the world. Perhaps we will go back to do the advanced week
on our next significant birthday!

Creative Communities From Passive to Active
By John Holden , Sourced By Rita Ovens.

As the 20th century progressed, people became increasingly passive in relation to
the arts and culture. Instead of singing around the piano and in church, making
music in the pub, and going to the Palais de Danse, we gradually began to sit in
front of a screen, first at the cinema and then in our living rooms with the television.
Music was piped to us over the radio into our kitchens. Later, we bought it in various formats from 78s to MP3s so that we could listen to it at home or on the move.
One effect of our collective passivity was that it widened the gap between professional artists and musicians on the one hand, and the public on the other. Artists
became producers and providers of something that the rest of us consumed. The
proscenium arch and the mannerisms of the concert hall reinforced the divide, and
when government began to fund the arts, the gap became wider still – because
only certain types of art and artists were deemed fit to be supported. In turn that led
to a growing gulf between ‗them‘ – professional, trained artists and musicians –
and ‗us‘, who were dismissed as ‗amateurs‘ and ‗hobbyists‘ regardless of the quality of our work.
But today, technological developments are combining with new ideas to create a
radical recasting of the relationship between arts professionals and the public. Why
is this happening?
In the first place, of course, it must be acknowledged that public art-making never
entirely disappeared: it was nurtured in Workers Educations Association (WEA)
and local authority adult education classes, and kept alive through am-dram and
bell-ringing and craftwork. Incoming communities have strengthened this thread by
adding their own ways of expressing their cultural identities, through such things as
carnivals and melas. So the traditions and practices of volunteering, self-help and
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